**Govt. would Collapse if Evidence Revealed: Qadir**

**Bulgaria to Keep up to 110 Troops in Afghanistan in 2016**

**Italy to Keep Troops in Afghanistan in 2016 to Fight Terrorism: Renzi**

**Afghans Coming to Germany for Better Life will be Sent Back: Merkel**

**Socialising is cool**

---

**Unlimited Social Media**

Facebook+Twitter+WhatsApp (FUP 20 MB)

**25 on-net minutes**

15 Afs /day

Activate now: sms D15 to 3378

Deactivation SMS: PUI space D15 to 3378

**65 on-net minutes**

25 Afs /day

Activate now: sms D25 to 3378

Deactivation SMS: PUI space D25 to 3378